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reach the finals to face Cougar
Dylan Budnik. Wustefeld re-
corded a pancake takedown, a 3-
point nearfall and a single-leg lift
& trip takedown before stopping
Budnik with a pancake in 3:56.

After recording a 1:32 half
nelson/tight waist pin in his first
bout, Budnik also used his foot-
ball skills with a devastating
double-leg tackle then turned
Shimei Paige (R) to his back in
5:18 with an arm bar/wrist ma-
neuver in the semifinal bout.

“Coach has been telling me all
week to take shots. I have been
following the game plan and things
are working out. Before the semi-
finals started, we were in third
place. We are climbing up the
charts right now. Everyone is
wrestling well. I feel pretty good
about the outcome today,” Budnik
said after his semifinal bout.

Composto, a sophomore,
claimed the title when he recorded
five takedowns, which included an
ankle pick, a low-side single, a

long arm drag and a single-leg
back trip, to go with a couple of tilt
nearfalls to grab an 18-3, 5:46
technical fall over Patrick Phillips
(B). Composto also pinned his
previous two opponents.

“The tilts I was just doing tight

waist tilts. That’s what I go to all
year. Takedowns. I was trying to
concentrate on my shots. If my
shots were stopped, I knew the
head would be there, so I used a
front head a couple of times. If I
just keep this up, good things will

come,” Composto said.
Hoerle, a sophomore who won

the 106-lb title last year, stormed
with a pair of 17-2 tech falls to
reach the 113-lb title bout where
he began with a side-single
takedown, added an arm drag
takedown, a reversal and a high
crotch takedown to earn a 9-4
decision over John Ojeda (L).

“I wasn’t getting what I wanted
to get to. I wasn’t getting any
backs. That kind of messed my
confidence a little bit. I just went
to my second options the arm
bars, stayed to a single and
dragged it by and got the
takedowns,” explained Hoerle,
who added, “It feels good. I ex-
perienced it last year. I experi-
enced it again but that’s not the
goal. The goal is Atlantic City.”

Blue Devil Isaiah Reese began
his journey to the 160-lb title
bout with a 1:44 fall ove Giovanni
Zuena (U) then recorded a pair of
takedowns to defeat Malachi Dye
(E), 5-2, in the semis. Reese had

to drag Dye back onto the mat by
his leg to get his first takedown
but he used a double leg tackle
for the second takedown.

“He [Head Coach Glen Kurz]
said all I have to do is wrestle the
way we do in practice. Hard work
pays off. Whenever we are out
here, we are doing what we do in
practice. I have been working on
staying in the small circle, taking
my shots and pulling the guy
back in. Don’t let him go out of
bounds,” Reese said.

As to his double-leg tackle
takedown, Reese added, “I do
double-leg takedowns all the time
in practice.”

In the 160-lb title bout, Reese
dropped a 3-0 decision to Smith
(NP).

Raider Nick Palazzollo recorded
an 18-1, tech fall in his first bout
at 170-lbs then wasted little time
pinning Panther Abel Crespo
(placed third) in :59 to reach the
final to face GL’s Haddad.

Cougars Nip Panthers for UCT Crown, Blue Devils Place Fourth, Raiders Get Fifth
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